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little, he still has learnt to speak his vernacular fairly
grammatically. Of both facts it is wasteful not to take
advantage. There is a grammar that is the same through
several, perhaps through all languages, for speech is but
the expression of mind and must conform to its laws.
But there is also much grammar in which languages
differ, for the same instrument may be wielded in
different ways. Urdu and English have a good deal of
grammar in common. This is true, for example, of
several parts of speech. To labour again as a new
lesson the process of arriving at a definition of a part of
speech already familiar in the vernacular is to ignore a
present help. All that is required is to refer to—if
necessary revise—the vernacular definition and to give
the vernacular word its English equivalent. The teacher
will be doing just what he would do if he wanted to give
the English for 'khubsurat', or 'insan'. He will
translate, and impress the English term. This is the
simplest instance of using the known to teach the
unknown. It should not be neglected.
Where, on the other hand, the grammatical construc-
tions differ, here is the opportunity for applying our
principle of contrast, and for confronting the two-
differing usages with one another; insisting on the
difference, and practising (orally, to save time) the
English grammar habit that is to be mastered up to the
point of ready—even automatic—use. By so doing a
multitude of errors, and much hard labour, will be
anticipated.
Collaboration between the Teacher of English and the Teacher
of the Mother Tongm
So much, then, for three directions in which the known
vernacular may be made to help with the unknown
English. But there are wider aspects of this question
than those indicate. There is the big question, for
instance, of the division of labour between the Vernacular
and English in teaching what we may call the Art of
language as such. Every high school pupil should acquire,.
as far as he can, the art of speaking:, the art of writing,
the art of reading silently, and (not-only for its own sake

